CAS E ST UDY: H O S T E S S SN A CK CAK ES

A SWEET NEW
IDENTITY FOR

AMERICA’S
FAVORITE
SNACK CAKES
Hostess in one of America’s most famous brands. Hundreds
of millions of people have delectable memories of Twinkies,
Ho Hos, Zingers, Ding Dongs, and, of course, their cupcakes.
Yet in 2012 the brand went bankrupt, causing them to slide
significantly behind Little Debbie in sales. Tattoo Projects
helped them eat their way out and back again to exactly
where they belong: the top of the snack charts.
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“

The Genius Running the Hostess
Snack Insta is Somehow Making
Twinkies Sexy
- COSMOPOLITAN.COM

”
BRAND PHOTOGRAPHY
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P RESS:
N E WS + AR TICLES
The Internet is chock full of filler. Bad baby pics,
lame posts, and maybe some funny doggos if you’re
lucky. So, how does a humble snack food company
wade through this clutter, and produce brand
content that people actually love?
Our social media work for Hostess cuts into the
spongy heart of the internet. Each feed (Instagram,
Facebook, Twitter) is tailored to the brand’s core
youth audience, who love irreverent, fun, yet relevant
posts that entertain and keep the brand top-of-mind.
Deep in memes, yet directly related to the products,
we’ve been lauded for our approach to productcentric social. And we’ve even been featured in
outlets such as Today, Thrillist, Delish, Mashable, and
Cosmopolitan. Build it with a fun, culturally relevant
personality, and the pubs will come writing.

NEWS + PRESS

S O C I A L

M E D I A

T R E N DI NG PO S TS

200K+
New Instagram
Followers

5M+

Total Engagements

218M+
Total Impressions

To help the world properly celebrate the
most delicious holidays of the year, we
custom-built AR filters for Instagram,
allowing our followers to create their own
“uninhibited moments of joy” wherever,
whenever. Needless to say, the tactic was
a sweet, sweet success.

A R F I LTERS
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Tattoo wrote, produced, shot, and edited eight videos for the campaign. The concept played on the idea that
“everything good is even better deep fried.” The first seven videos depicted the deep-frying of everyday objects
and gadgets, resulting in varying degrees of failure. The videos were clearly building to something, but to what,
consumers could only wonder. We kept the endgame a surprise, building excitement among our audience. And

“ D E E P F R I E D T W I N K I E ” C A M PA I G N

it worked. Consumers flooded the Hostess social pages with comments, questions, suggestions, and theories.

A few weeks into our relationship,
Hostess came to Tattoo with an exciting
project. Deep. Fried. Twinkies. Hostess
was bringing this beloved staple of
carnivals and county fairs to consumers

SCAN TO SEE
THE WHOLE
C O N V E R S AT I O N !

everywhere. Such an exciting and
innovative product deserved an equally
exciting and innovative launch.

Tattoo Projects immediately conducted

that typically accompanied eating one

The Tattoo team quickly built a creative

secondary research into consumer

were stronger emotions than those

campaign to attack both pre- and

insights. We found that our target

related to taste or other qualities of the

post-

audience was largely unconcerned with

product. Our strategy focused on these

built anticipation in the lead up to

the perceived unhealthiness of a Deep

stronger emotions in order to create

the product launch date. Once Deep

Fried Twinkie. Millennial moms viewed

the most effective communications.

Fried Twinkies were announced, our

Deep Fried Twinkies as a novelty item,

launch

communications.

We

5M+

Total Engagements

#1

Trending Hashtag

5M+

Total Impressions

messaging evolved to amplify the

not an indulgent treat. Since their

Building from this strategy of novelty

epic silliness of this innovation. This

creation, Deep Fried Twinkies were

and excitement, we laid the framework

evolution was designed to keep our

more gimmick than serious food item.

for messaging based on the “Epicness”

communications

of this product launch. This was a huge

keeping consumer interest as high as a

From these insights, we began building

moment, after all. It’s not every day a

Twinkie is sweet.

a strategy. We believed the novelty of a

carnival fan-favorite becomes available

Deep Fried Twinkie and the excitement

at your local Wal-Mart.

relevant,

thereby

On Friday, August 12th, we released the final video. It was the perfect culmination of the week’s shenanigans and
unveiled new Deep Fried Twinkies. That same day, #DeepFriedTwinkies trended for six hours on Facebook and 14
hours on Twitter, even becoming the number one Twitter hashtag. All told, the video series garnered more than
1.6 million Unique Quality Views. Even more impressive, the video completion rate averaged 37.4%, well over
double the industry average of 15%.
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SHOPPABLE SOCIAL

100%

& Paid Su pport

When Hostess Snacks asked us to help them connect
their new Hostess Shop to social media, we not
only made their content shoppable, we created an
Instagram campaign that boosted estore traffic and
used audience segments to test which users were

100%
Increased shop revenue by

increase in online conversion rate

most likely to make a purchase.
Our ad content Click-Through-Rates
surpassed 2020 Instagram ad

355%
benchmarks by

2,055%
increase in online store sessions

2,000%
eStore traffic increased by as much as

per post, along with a significant
increase in sales

HOSTESS SHOP
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7%+

“ B R I N G H A L L O W E E N H O M E ” C A M PA I G N
TOP PERFORMING + BOOSTED CONTENT

engagement rate on
paid IG content

With a very unique Halloween approaching, Hostess asked us to create an interactive way for fans to
Bring Hostess Halloween Home on social media. We created unique assets, including the brand’s first
GIPHY sticker pack, influencer activations, and UGC features. We boosted them on Facebook and
Instagram to increase impressions with their Growth audience target.

43%

increase in impressions

1,401%
increase in video views

The Halloween event TV announcement
was among top performers with

12k+
video views on FB.

The highest performing post was our Paid
UGC post on IG, with an engagement rate of

7.15%

2.5M
views on GIPHY stickers
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The website, still live under Tattoo Projects’ management, features a delightful user experience, vibrant and
positive photography, and copy that complements the products rather than overpower them. Scrolling and
clicking reveal simple but powerful “uninhibited moments of joy,” true to the brand’s values as it reclaims its
piece of the CPG pie.

DI GI T AL :
MO B IL E DES IG N
S C A N TO VIS IT

Bringing
Uninhibited Joy
to Every Screen
Our relationship with Hostess ushered in a new age for
the iconic brand. A new and digital age—the perfect time
for a website refresh. After analyzing the CPG digital
landscape and realizing how saturated it had become, we
knew we needed to craft something new, different, and
exciting for Hostess.
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BRAND PHOTOGRAPHY
The experience of eating a Hostess snack
is

visceral,

nostalgic,

and

delicious.

We

purposefully shoot the brand’s photography
to elicit the same experience. Colors are
vibrant and bright to communicate Hostess’
unrelenting positivity. Models represent the
target audience and infuse every shot with
youthful excitement and joy. And the products
are given the star treatment, always featured in
a realistic and appetizing fashion, clearly visible
in frame.
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